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?HE DEG0RA*01^ AND FUl^NISHEl^ 

i_ ?j 
THE AUTHOR'S VADE-MECUM. 

\ ̂ ^^^^jf^S^SSk^ anyone requiring the comfort of an easy 

H^^wr^l^^^^l 
eaair "with *ke additional advantage of 

??Is?hSsK^I beinS at)le *? read or wite a* ease "while 

\*CZWfiltiri'- 1 
8eated therein, the utility of the little arti 

I l^^iBlSiV 19 cle aPPearmS herewith under the title of 
H ?aiii7 llli?l& n "Tte Author's Vade-Mecum" will be ap 

1 l?!f*ilKS'-'W Paren** One charm about the idea is its 

|L refl&^iB^ /Ba 
jfi 

extreme simplicity and easy action. On a 

lytT^^^^?b!|| 
cold winter's day, aided by such a con 

trivance, one could draw up to the fire ' 
,' and follow one's literary pursuits by its 

warm and cheerful glow, a proceeding which would hardly.be . 

practicable with regard to an ordinary writing table. Further, 
when, comfortably seated in an easy chair, one does not always 
find it convenient and agreeable to have to draw up to the table 
in order to write a letter or make notes; and then the proportions 
of an easy chair are not suited to the height of a writing table, 
consequently the comfortable easy chair would have to be vacated 

Z in favor of an ordinary cramped small or office chair. 
. Remembering the-intimate relation which exists between mind 

ZZ and body, can there be any doubt that hard, uncomfortable chairfe 

g 
: . have often been responsible for hard thoughts? Perhaps some 

'%h 
. wooden projection has injured the head, or a low back has refused 

5 . it any support 

;J '.'. at all. Perhaps, 
A.. again, the back 

?Lyy has been placed 
?'y ., at such an angle 
|^ as to make any 
?;: . support for the 

$$y ., back" of the sit-* 

jj?$--.-."'..: 
ter; altogether. 

hi*'""'": out of the que? 

^" .': x' turn. : Perhaps 

pV/ 
-the aid of the 

^' 
, upholsterer has 

|?V. never been 

lljL'v sought, and 

^r<. there has been 

???X hdthing for the 

||i:.,; .occupant's ribs. 
$y.. , "b u t ri irk in d 

jfe-..'.. wood., in tb:e 

3?fcV ;;\ kind embrace of 

Wyy . so-me triumph 

Showing Writing Board in position over Chair. 

I*;- 
of the upholsterer's art ?such as the chair sketched here 

pgj 
: with?what beautiful, what original thoughts, what sublime ideas 

If?; might not be expected, to crowd into the student's brain. Such 

W<~:'i:' possibilities should meet with every encouragement in the form 

|i|^ 
' of facilitieslike those afforded by the Vade-Mecum. . 

W^yf- 
Let us just see "how the article supplements the easy chair, and 

p%Z. Justifies its name. We can do this best by considering first the 

g|J;: 
. requirements of the student occupying it. Briefly, they are these: 

ts&v Z ^- wiitihjg?.:.boo^^ rising from the chair; pens, 

^f""^li;^-?l^y''^^S^S^^^^^:^%*dy'r^ 
hand-^ also without rising?and a, 

|^^J-^c^ftt^^:f6jr^'b^KB'^bf 
reference bearing upon the subject in nand. 

yZ*Z %}& C^lyle would doubtless stipulate for certain smoking accesso 

ZiZ^l- :ZtZ0^^^h\iiT%Y4^^^^ U submitted, in thet?rst place, as 

??.|Kfe .^ piece of study furniture, alio 

yyZZ- getfierapairt from the-special purpose for which it is designed. 

|{; ;-; . It would stand weU in a recess or against a window or wall. It 
"?' 

' 
'? 

' 
; . will run freely on castors, and may be placed on either side of an 

if'.'. 
"" 

': armchair. The top is the writing board. This board swings 
y; . . around easily when required, oyer the- arms of the chair or the 

crossed l6gs of anyone reclining in it. When so swung around, 
r the cover or lid is removed from a "well" some 8 inches deep, 

where stationary and writing utensils?not to mention the '.fCar= 

lyle accessories *?are. intended ip: be stored. Book shelves are 
on either side and at either end. Filled even partially with books,' 
it becomes sufficiently weighted to insure av steady writing board 

when ^this is,Jin use; It will be seen. that, among other advan 

tages, there' &, absolute freedom of movement for every part, of 
the7 body, so that the comfort of the sitter is. in ho way impaired. 

Book shelves being1 placed all round, books may be taken or re 

placed easfly, castors facilitating the operation. 
We shall now proceed, to discuss the construction of the Vader 

Mecum. The chair is not included, in our technical details, not 

being absolutely essential: Any really good divan chair would 

represent our ide^&l "Author's Easy," and for such a chair such 
details are scarcely required. Moreover, many,', while appreciat 
ing fully the Yade-Mecum, will be content with "the old arm 
chair" at home. v 

' 
. .. . 

We will first deal with dimensions. As before observed, it is 
intended that the writing board should not only clear the arm of 
the- chair, but the legs of the sitter when crossed. To effect this 

jn such a jsray as to suit the tallest person, and, at the same time, 

supply a suitable height for writing on, there should be 26 inches 
between the board and the floor. The length under the board 
should be 3 feet, the width 14 inches. These are the general 
dimensions. Substances: And inch board will furbish the top; 
the bottom board for book shelves also from a 1-inch Board; rails 
for top framing, 3 inches by 1 inch; book partitions and carved 

panels, $ inch; bottom-of well to receive stationery, etc., f inch. 

Legs (tapered somewhat at lower ends) should finish. If inch. 
A simple method of construction is as follows :?Dowel in the 

framing rail (3 inches by 1 inch) at the top, keeping them ? inch 
back from face of legs. Do the sides first. Use loose dry dowels 
until all the fitting is done. With the legs in position,, proceed 

to fit-the frinch bottom "well", board. This fitting will best be 
done thus:?Let the frame, already dry dowelled together, be 

tightened up with cramps and placed upside down upon the 
bench. The fitting will then be accomplished easily and effect 
ively. The corners will be cut out as shown in Fig. 1. Let the 
edges of this board be flush, with the face of the legs all round. 
It will be safer to allow a little in length and width to be planed, 
down after fitting. When so fitted and planed down, round 
. the edge to form a bead. Next prepare, the i-inch pieces to 
form book partitions. The plan line of these will be shown in 

Fig. 2. Allow a clear 7 inches depth for books at each end, 
measuring from the face of the leg to the partition. Let the 
available height for books be 11 inches, or, in other words, ll 
inches will be the height of the partition pieces. These pieces 

* 

may be secured by means of screws through the boards above and 
below. The long piece extending between the two end pieces 
will be best secured by screwing through those end pieces.- With 
these in position -the bottom board may be fitted. Let this come 
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within i-inch of 
the face of the 
legs. It will be 
observed that 
this bottom 
board will be 
cut' out at the 
corners, precise 
ly as the well _ 

' 
: 

bottom, ::as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

When this 
has been fitted, 
the whole< -ma,y 
be glued and 

-. screwed togeth 
er. The bottom 
board, when in 

position, should have a long thin screw through it at each cor 
ner, and from underneath into the leg. The little bracket 
screwed on Will add further to the stability of the job, and, 

moreover, improve the appearance. 
To receive the panels, mitre in rebated mouldings, as shown 

in Fig. 3. .These may be cheaply purchased, machine cut, and ' 

easily secured in position by means of brads. The panel is let in 
from the back and secured by beading. 

To secure writing, board, dowel a piece of li-inch wood about 
2} inches wide between the top framing, and at one end. as shown 
in Fig. 4, let this drop a clear inch below the' top of the framing, 

' 
. 

or, what is the same thing, the! inside of the writing board. 
. Through this rail it is intended to pass a screw bolt with a head 

at "one end and a nut at the other?similar tp what is known as 
a-perambulator bo.lt-^into.;andto secure thl9..top-or;-w^tmg.^oaird. . 
It is obvious, however, that this'top cannot betDbred'throngh. 

The top surf ace must be unimpaired. 
* fet:a piece of intffistijfff 

- 

about 6 inch diameter. After passing the screw through this, 

?'$ +.: 
- 
:::'-. I- V v 

' 

vA*potion, foara of. Veil',.. 
4>lK>nin%%ul to oftidcfiy -^fl'. 

T -.' '. 
I *m (fo Ho)} 

r?- . jzw X? oj 
V- 

: " 
-V ^ WWA:- F<s* : - .r&4:::.., 

f8/ip?m$ *{P.n ef Boc/c fhntit/wiS, :\^^^/^//^X i. ''---. 
' 

screw it with half a. dozen i^-inch screws to the top. (see Fig. 5). 
Then, when the screw is passed through the cross rail, -tne bolt 
will tighten the two together. , There will be i-inch space under 
this rail to turn the nut in and tighten up; and with the writing 
board at right angles with the job, there will be no great difficulty 

33 
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in carrying out this attachment plan. Observe the rounded edge 
of writing board, as shown in Fig. 6. 

It will, perhaps, be wise to provide a lock and key at the other 
end, as it may well be desired to keep private papers in the Vade 

Mecum, as in a desk. One or two partitions for pens and ink will 
be desirable. These should be placed where they will be readily 
accessible with the .writing board in use?that is* hear the end 
where this is screwed on. Any other divisions may be omitted 
or added at the will of the maker. 

It will be obvious that this piece of study furniture?not un 
likely, we think, to find appreciative customers?may be brought 
out cheaply by adopting plainness in the design, and substituting 
deal for hard wood in the case of book-shelf and partitions, and 
then " 

facing" the edges. On the other hand, the legs and panels 
afford an opportunity for some nice, clean, sharp cutting by the 
carver. 

Taken up promptly, some good lines may be secured by the 
time the holidays close, and the study fire is again lighted for 
serious work. 

A MANIA. 

THE 

nineteenth century mania for exhibitions seems to blind 
the painter, the critic, the public, to some of the simplest 
truisms in the philosophy of art. A picture, by the nature 

of the case, is always en evidence in the place where it is, ac 

SUGGESTION FOR MANTELS, BY R. Y. BARROWS~ 

quires or creates a certain genius loci, and becomes therefore 
part of the instinctive life of those who dwell in its presence. 

We cannot shut up a picture and put it away on our shelves as 
we do a book; we cannot play it over again as the mood takes 
us, just as we can with a piece of music. There it stands for 
ever opposite to us like a palace or cathedral, continually reiter 
ating the same impression. For this reason drollery, riddles, 
anecdotes, novelettes, sentimentalities on canvas are so horribly 
irritating. Does the painter of "Two of a Pair," "Her Favorite 

Flowers," How Happy Could I Be with Either," "Sterne and 
the Dead Jackass," "Bugs in a Rug," "Satan Addressing the 
Fallen Spirits in Pandemonium," "The Drunkard's Home," 
"Pharaoh's Daughter at Five o'clock Tea"?do the authors of 
these very quaint, moral, tearful, or learned compositions ever 
ask themselves this question: "When the exhibition is over, will 
the buyer like to sit down day by day and listen to the same 
jest, the same story, the same bit of sapient morality, or curious 
bit of learning?" A slight tale, a good anecdote, an odd inci 
dent, are all very well once in a way?in a book, over the dinner 
table, in an idle hour. But to have them eternally dinned into 

us is maddening. "Evil communications corrupt good manners" 
is a grand and true saying. But who could bear to have- it 
always staring at one over the fireplace or shouted into our ears 

by the public bellman ? Falstaff himself would drive one crazy 
if we had to listen to "Henry IV." every time we took a seat at 
the dinner table. If a comic picture is good art, why not a 
comic building, a droll town hall, a laughable palace, with "sur 
prise 

" windows and doors, and a labyrinth of " maze" in the 
basement ? And, if the queer and the sentimental be the weak 
ness of our English friends, what shall we say to the French 
painter, who eternizes on canvas some rhodomontade fit for an 
Anarchist orator, or a double entendre that would cause a blush 
at a cafe" chantant % A silly, tedious, vicious picture is infinitely 
worse than a silly, tedious, vicious song. The song, if it chance 
to pollute or weary our ears, is gone in an hour, and never need 
offend us again. The picture, like the poor, we have always 
with us?forever jesting, weeping, moralizing, ii may be scream 
ing or blaspheming, on the one monotonous tone.?The Nine 
teenth Century. 

WHAT KILLED JOHN LEECH, 

I 

WAS away from London for a time, and the news I got of 
Leech's state of health was not welcome, but the reports, it 
seemed, might be an exaggeration of the truth. When I re 

turned, the first I saw of him was in broad day-light as he 
sauntered in the open thoroughfare at the top of Victoria road, 

Kensington, and there we stopped and talked. He had a stick, 
and he leaned upon it like an invalid; his spine no longer seemed 
to be bowed with urbanity alone.. There was the man of spirit, 
and inflexibility, but he stood as if the foundations of his being 
had been loosened. "Yes," he said, with grevious candor, "I am 
a doomed man, nothing will save me except as an invalid; and 
I will tell you, in all sober and solemn seriousness, what has 
killed me. It would be laughed at as absurd by many, but it is 
the naked truth, which you will understand?although the men 
in Parliament who talk so glibly about their delight at seeing 
the poor in back streets amused would not do so?it has been 
the incessant vaxation of organ-grinding, and the need of doing 

my work, while the wretched instruments of torture were from 
different points turning their discordant screws into my brain." 
The passer-by had to be carefully eluded as he spoke his dirge. 
This declaration from his lips in its precise sense had perhaps 
been inspired by some recent annoyance of a special kind, but 
in its larger bearings it could not be doubted. Heavenly bur 
dened and sore, like the galled jade, he had been driven to. 
death.?Holman Hunt, in the Contemporary Review. 

u 
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